Nowadays, various species of marine creatures living in the oceans are increasingly disappearing and also increasingly faster. Those giant blue empires are facing countless difficulties such as pollution, overfishing and global warming. The animals and plants living there are dying.

Human’s activities are destroying the oceans. The single use plastic is responsible for 50% of the marine’s pollution, These are millions of tons of plastic thrown into the oceans every year. These wastes contribute to the death of over 1 million marine animals. We estimate that 90% of the marine animals had already eaten plastic. The tar and oil released in the oceans accidentally or intentionally cause oil spills which pollute and they bog down marine ecosystems. As for the trawlers, they are real scourges which, every year, trap thousands of marine mammals. The consequences of overfishing are considerable: numerous species disappear, the ecosystems and the food chain are shaken and the small fishing structures lose their jobs.

Solutions for those problems already exist: there’s laws to protect the oceans and its denizens, but they are not sufficient and are often transgressed. The ecological activity is extremely slow, which is alarming when we become aware of the situation’s urgency. Some countries seem completely disinterested in this question of ocean’s protection. They forget that we all are concerned: the products spilled in the rivers end up in the oceans, the countries which own these products are then also responsible. And if they keep thinking that the consequences don’t concern them, these countries import and consume seafood regularly. Therefore, the pollution ingested by the marine creatures ends up in our plates, and this pollution causes the disappearance of some aquatic species, afflicting a violent kick to the biodiversity, preventing humans benefiting from these species, for example in terms of food.

We then came up with an idea:

- An European Special Marine Surveillance Brigade. (ESMSB) Currently, there are brigades of national coast guard put in charge of the respect of the national law. It may be useful to create an organisation at a similar european scale to respect european law already set in place, there are many but rarely followed. Made out of coast guards and trained agents, this brigade will monitor the comings and goings of fishing boats. In order for the fishermen to respect the quotas to avoid overexploitation and to control the products and boat’s maintenance, agents will proceed for a thorough inspection of the boat. We are aware that it’s impossible to monitor the entire sea. This is why the agents will monitor the coastlines then will act based on their observations. Before the boats go to the sea, the brigadiers will verify the ship’s materials. The agents could eventually embark on the suspicious boats to monitor compliance with the laws and their fishing methods. They will be equipped with radios to be able to communicate with the coastguards near, in case of problems. The countries which do not have access to the oceans could organise recruitments to allow those who want to work in this brigade.